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Hagen, 24.10.2018 
 
The new dimension in decentralised drive controllers – KOSTAL's INVEOR MP at SPS 
 
At this year’s SPS IPC Drives, running between 27 and 29.11.2018 in Nuremberg, KOSTAL Indus-
trie Elektrik GmbH (booth 3A-310) will be presenting its new INVEOR MP series - a new dimen-
sion in decentralised drive technology. The motor-mounted performance class member of the IN-
VEOR family impresses in three respects: Efficient. Universal. Smart. 
 

• The technology delivers maximum energy efficiency to all synchronous reluctance, syn-
chronous and asynchronous motors. The outstanding sensorless motor control and ex-
tended speed setting range gets the very best out of every application and does so while 
consuming minimal energy. 

 

• Thanks to the universal motor adaptation concept, the INVEOR MP (Motor-mounted Per-
formance class) is suited to any motor and because of its robust IP 65 protective class de-
sign can also be used in heavy-duty environments. 

 

• Smart features, such as the pluggable connections and commissioning via Bluetooth app or 
PC software, make the INVEOR universal yet individual 

 
Alongside this series, KOSTAL will also be presenting the INVEOR MP Modular at SPS, the first 
variant of this new decentralised drive controller. Equipped with a smart power stack, while this 
variant has the same performance electronics characteristics as the INVEOR MP, it does not need 
a separate application board. Instead it has a modular configuration and can be equipped with var-
ious supplements, such as an I/O module or integrated brake resistor. There is also scope for inte-
grating the customer’s own application board. Other features, such as the possibility of plugging in 
all input and output connections for fieldbuses using M12 plugs, round off the unique performance 
package. The INVEOR MP Modular is able to demonstrate its strengths in the transport and logis-
tics sector in particular as simple integration in tight spaces is especially important here for decen-
tralised drive controllers. 
 
In addition to these two product highlights, visitors to KOSTAL’s stand will also be able to see the 
familiar INVEOR line of drive controllers embedded in central applications, such as mobile applica-
tions as well as transport and logistics. It goes without saying that KOSTAL’s very latest decentral-
ised line of VERTIMO drive controllers for up to 75kW will also have its place in Nuremberg. 
 
There are also plans to “christen” the latest member of the family, the INVEOR MP, on Wednes-
day, 28.11.18, during a little get-together on the KOSTAL stand in Hall 3A-310 from 5.30 pm.  
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Figure 1: The new INVEOR MP: Efficient. Universal. Smart. 

 

 

Info-Box KOSTAL Industrie Elektrik  
 
The KOSTAL Group is a German, internationally active family-owned company from Luedenscheid with more 
than 100 years of tradition. Founded in 1912 by Leopold Kostal, the company firstly specialised in the field of 
automotive electrical systems. With the founding of KOSTAL Industrie Elektrik in Hagen in 1995 under the um-
brella of the KOSTAL Group, the basic conditions for providing broad expertise to additional markets, such as 
drive technology, were created systematically. 
 
Further information concerning our company and our products are available at:  
www.kostal-industrie-elektrik.com 
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Figure 2: INVEOR MP Modular with Harting plug and main switch 
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